
Executive summary

The newer industry standard SerDes protocols such as PCIe Gen6, USB4 and 
the 100G per-lane Ethernet and OIF/CEI standards offer an increasing chal-
lenge for PCB designers on multiple fronts. On the one hand, the speeds are 
approximately doubling for each generation. At the same time, the circuit 
board material used is often the same as the previous generations in order 
to keep costs down. In order to compensate for the increased loss at higher 
data rates, complex equalization techniques are employed.

In this paper, we will highlight some important aspects of the most popu-
lar interconnect specifications, with a focus on the reference equalizers.
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The maximum data rate at which a serial interface can 
operate is limited by various impairments such as reflec-
tions, losses and crosstalk. The frequency dependent 
attenuation of the channel has a low-pass filtering 
behavior causing “smearing” of a symbol into the adja-
cent symbols from a data stream.  This phenomenon, 
which is the biggest source of noise for serial interfaces, 
degrades the performance of the link and is known as 
intersymbol interference (ISI).  ISI is more pronounced 
when the signal baud rate is above the cut-off frequency 
of the low-pass filter. 

Traditionally the performance of the channel has been 
evaluated using eye diagrams plotted at a specific bit 
error rate (BER). The effects of ISI can be identified on 
both the vertical eye opening, as a reduction in ampli-
tude and on the horizontal eye opening as an ambiguity 
in the timing information. The ISI should be minimized 
or completely eliminated, in order to improve the volt-
age and timing margins of the SerDes links. Equalization 
is a signal conditioning technique that counters the 
effects of the channel, helps reduce ISI while increasing 
the signal to noise ratio and potentially increases the 
maximum achievable data rate.

Equalization can be applied at different locations within 
a link and it can be of different types, including:

• Transmitter emphasis

• Transmitter finite impulse response (FIR) equalization

• Receiver continuous time linear equalizer (CTLE)

• Decision feedback equalizer (DFE)

• Receiver Feed-forward equalizer (FFE)

Typical equalization architectures, commonly used in 
interfaces running at data rates up to 112Gbps are 
shown in Figure 1. For slower interfaces operating in the 
2.5Gbps to 5Gbps range (i.e. PCIe Gen 1 and Gen2), 
transmitter equalization is enough to compensate for 
signal distortion. However, at and above 5Gbps receiver 
equalization is also needed, in addition to transmitter 
equalization. Receivers of the interfaces running at 
5Gbps to 56Gbps usually contain a CTLE and/or a DFE 
block (i.e. PCIe Gen3, USB3.1 Gen2, 10GBASE-KR, 

Introduction

100GBSE-KR4, 50GBASE-KR, etc.). Attaining data rates 
above 56Gbps usually requires more complex receiver 
equalization which includes an FFE block besides CTLE 
and DFE. The new 112Gbps specifications such as CEI-
112G-LR-PAM4 and CEI-112G-VSR-PAM4 that are in 
development at the time of writing this document are 
introducing these kind of receiver architectures.

Figure 1 – Typical equalization architectures:  Tx emphasis or FIR only a), 
Tx FIR and Rx CTLE b), Tx FIR and Rx CTLE + DFE c), and Tx FIR and Rx CTLE 
+ FFE + DFE d)
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In frequency domain (FD), the effect of equalization can 
be explained as a technique that counters the disparity 
between low and high frequency losses of the low-pass 
filter. Ideally, the transfer function of the equalizer 
should be the inverse of the channel transfer function 
such that the combined responses result in a flat line 
from DC up to a frequency equal to half the maximum 
signaling rate, as depicted in Figure 2 [11].

Mathematically this can be expressed [1] as:

We use the pre-emphasis term if the channel loss is 
compensated by boosting the high frequency content of 
the signal and de-emphasis if the compensation is done 
by decreasing its low frequency content.

Figure 3 – Transmitter pre- and de-emphasis

In time domain, pre-emphasis or de-emphasis indicates 
whether the amplitude of the emphasized signal is larger 
or smaller than the amplitude of the non-emphasized 
signal. This terminology is exemplified in Figure 3 [11].

Transmitter emphasis 

Figure 2 – The effect of equalization in frequency domain

Considering that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the 
non-emphasized waveform is V, in the case of pre-
emphasis, the peaking signal is added to the original 
waveform resulting in greater peak-to-peak signal ampli-
tude. As opposed to that, in the case of de-emphasis, 
the peak-to-peak amplitude is maintained the same as 
that of the non-emphasized waveform (V) and the shoul-
der portion is suppressed from the original signal. Since 
the peaking duration is fixed and is triggered by the 
transitioning bits only, transmitter emphasis does not 
scale with the signal’s data rate and it becomes less 
efficient when deviating from the targeted data rate [7].

(1)
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The most common transmitter equalization architectures 
are based on a digital FIR filter that is synchronized to 
the clock. A generic block diagram of a transmitter FIR 
equalizer is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 - Block diagram of a transmitter FIR equalizer

Samples of the incoming data stream flow through 
several delay elements, represented as blue squares in 
the block diagram. Those elements can be implemented 
in the hardware with flip-flops or shift registers and are 
usually referred to as the taps of the filter. The delay 
from one tap of the filter to the adjacent tap is known as 
tap spacing and usually is one unit interval (UI). In some 
cases fractional spacing of the taps is also allowed. The 
taps of the filter are scaled, at each stage, by a tap 
weight value or a filter tap coefficient, Ci with “i” being 
the tap index. The scaling is done with multipliers that 
are represented with green circles in the block diagram 
of the filter. The resulting signals are summed, in the red 
circle block, and sent to the data output. 

Depending on the position of the taps relative to the tap 
C0, which is called cursor or main cursor tap, the taps are 
identified either as precursor or postcursor taps. The pre-
cursors operate on an advanced signal and have negative 

Transmitter FIR equalization

indexes (C-N to C-1), while the postcursors operate on a 
delayed signal and have positive indexes (C1 to CN). With 
this convention, the signal at the output of the filter can 
be computed using the following equation [5]:

In the above equation, y(k) is the output signal, x(k) is the 
input signal and k is the index of the tap coefficient into 
the bit stream or the sample number.

In most practical cases, the tap coefficients are con-
strained by the maximum voltage swing and power of 
the transmitter. If normalization to 1 is applied, they 
shall satisfy the following relation [5]:

                                                                                

(2)

(3)
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This condition means that not all the coefficients need 
to be specified. Usually the precursor and post cursor 
taps are specified and the main cursor tap is implied. 

The differential pulse response is convenient way to 
characterize the performance of a channel and how 
various impairments are degrading the signal quality. 
Similar to a TDR plot, a pulse response contains valuable 
information that can be used to debug failing channels. 
As the pulse propagates down the channel, it gets atten-
uated; consequently the received pulse will have smaller 
amplitude than the original pulse that was output by the 
transmitter. Moreover, due to dispersion (skin-effect, 
dielectric loss), the width of the pulse will be larger than 
one unit interval (1UI). The worst case noise margin 
degradation due to ISI can be calculated by adding the 
absolute value of the positive and negative terms. 
Finally the tail of the received pulse will contain ripples if 
any impedance discontinuities (layer transitions, connec-
tors, traces over plane voids) are present in the channel.

Figure 5 – Differential pulse response

A simulated plot of a differential pulse response 
observed at the receiver, after a sample channel, is 
shown in Figure 5. The dotted red lines represent the 
pre-and post-cursor ISI positive and negative terms, 
generated by channel loss and reflections, and the red 
dots are the sampling points that are uniformly spaced 
out and separated by the tap spacing T.

In frequency domain, the transfer function of the filter 
can be computed using the formula below [1]:

(4)
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A filter with a high enough number of taps can reduce or 
completely eliminate the system’s ISI if the tap coeffi-
cients are carefully chosen. Consequently, taps optimiza-
tion is one of the tasks that a simulation tool must per-
form during the channel analysis compliance process. 
We will explain how this optimization process works 
later in this document.

A high level block diagram of a possible hardware 
implementation using individual components is shown 
in Figure 6.

The analog signal is input to an analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC), where the data is sampled using the sys-
tem’s clock frequency. Each data sample is stored in the 
data memory block, while the tap coefficients are saved 
in the coefficient memory. The two are simultaneously 
fetched from the memory blocks and are loaded into the 
multiplier. The results of multiplications are accumulated 
to generate the output signal sample. Finally the data is 
converted back from digital to analog using a digital-to-
analog converter (DAC). This FIR structure is imple-
mented in the high-speed transceivers of the ASICs and 
FPGAs. It should be noted here that the resolution of the 
DAC is a limiting factor for the FIR tap coefficients reso-
lution. Moreover the power consumption of ADC and 
DAC is an important concern.

Figure 6 - Block diagram of a generic FIR digital filter implemented in hardware
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Most of the SerDes protocol specifications define norma-
tive or informative reference implementations for trans-
mitter equalization. Those reference architectures repre-
sent the minimum capability that a transmitter should 
have in order to be considered compliant to the specifi-
cation requirements. More powerful implementations 
will produce better results at increased price and power 
consumption. From a system designer’s perspective it is 
important to know what the reference architecture 
requirements are, as this is a critical aspect of the chan-
nel compliance analysis process.

The simplest transmitter equalization architecture is 
used in links running at relatively low speed by today’s 
standards. For example, PCIe Gen 1 (2.5Gbps), PCIe Gen 
2 (5Gbps), USB3.1 Gen 1 (5Gbps) and MIPI D-PHY 2.1 
specifications define a two-tap FIR filter with fixed equal-
ization levels. The equalizer structure and the transfer 
function for a reference USB3.1 Gen 1 compliant trans-
mitter is shown in Figure 7.

The nominal de-emphasis value of this transmitter is 
-3.5dB with a +/-0.5dB tolerance. Figure 8 shows the 
overlapped unequalized and equalized pulse responses 
at the output of the transmitter. Those plots were gener-
ated by the HyperLynx SerDes Wizard with internally 
synthesized package models disabled. 

The green waveform is the non-equalized pulse 
response and the red waveform is the de-emphasized 
pulse response. The amplitude of the non-equalized 
pulse is 1V while for the equalized waveform the mea-
sured amplitudes of the cursor taps are C0 = 0.833V and 
C1 = -166.7V respectively. Those values satisfy the con-
straints defined in equation (3). Note that the main 
cursor tap is not delayed, while the post cursor tap has 
1UI delay. The amplitude of the equalized pulse 
response can be calculated as:

where x(t-T) is a copy of the original signal at the input of 
the FIR filter, but delayed one-bit time.

Examples of transmitter equalization 
architectures 

Figure 7 – USB3.1 Gen1 transmitter equalizer and transfer function: 
Equalizer structure (a) and Transfer function (b)

Figure 8 – Unequalized and equalized pulse responses at the output of a 
USB3.1 Gen1 compliant transmitter

(5)
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The Tx tap weights are reported in the HTML report 
generated by the SerDes Wizard in HyperLynx as shown 
in Figure 9.

In Figure 10 we plotted the two pulse responses at the 
input of the receiver, after a 25 inch long microstrip 
channel with -9dB differential insertion loss at 2.5GHz 
(the Nyquist frequency for USB3.1 Gen1).

Figure 9 - Optimized Tx FFE settings as shown in the HyperLynx SerDes Wizard’s HTML report

Figure 10 - Pulse responses at the Rx input: schematic diagram (a), differential insertion loss plot (b) and unequalized/equalized pulse responses after the channel

a)

b)

c)
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It can be seen that the amplitude of the two pulse 
responses was attenuated by the channel, but the equal-
ized pulse has lesser ISI compared to the non-equalized 
pulse. The resulting equalized and non-equalized eye 
density plots are shown in Figure 11.

Higher data rates require more complex transmitter 
equalization architectures with a larger number of taps 
that can compensate both the precursor and postcursor 
ISI. The PCIe Gen3 specification has introduced a 3-tap 
FIR filter as shown in Figure 12. For this filter, the tap 
spacing is 1UI, the main cursor is positive, while the 
precursor and the postcursor are negative. The next 
revisions of the PCIe standard, Gen 4 and Gen 5 pre-
served the same structure.

Along with this architecture, the specification has intro-
duced new terminologies to define various voltage levels 
of the Tx waveforms that are shaped by Tx equalization. 
Those voltage levels and the derived ratios are depicted 
in Figure 13, where the top waveform represents the 
digital stimulus applied to the transmitter and the bot-
tom waveforms are the emphasized signals (P and N) at 
the output of the transmitter. Those waveforms were 
generated from IBIS-AMI simulations using the SerDes 
Batch Wizard from HyperLynx SI/PI. 

Here, the precursor (Vc) is called pre-shoot and the post-
cursor (Vb) is referred to as de-emphasis to retain the 
terminology from the previous revisions of the specifica-
tion. When the equalization is turned off, both the pre-
cursor and the postcursor are zero; consequently the 
main cursor is one and the signal reaches the maximum 
amplitude Vd. When equalization is turned on, the volt-
age swing Va does not reach the maximum amplitude. 
With this naming convention, the specification defines 
the following equalization ratios measured in dB:

• De-emphasis = 20    (6)

• Pre-shoot = 20    (7)

• Boost = 20     (8)

a) De-emphasis turned off – EH=270mV, EW=0.72UI

b) Deemphasis  = -3.5dB, EH=350mV, EW=0.89UI

Figure 11 – Eye density plots at the input of Rx: de-emphasis off a), 
de-emphasis -3.5dB

Figure 12 - PCIe Gen3, Gen4 and Gen5 Tx Equalization FIR
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A simple relationship between voltages and tap coeffi-
cients can be established if we normalize the maximum 
voltage swing of the transmitter to 1. In this case Vd = 1 
and the other voltages can be calculated using the fol-
lowing equations:

The tap coefficients are defined as fractions of the maxi-
mum voltage swing of the transmitter and usual resolu-
tions are 1/24 or 1/63. As a result the Tx equalization 
space is made of discrete values for de-emphasis, pre-
shoot and boost. While the previous revision of the 
specification (PCIe Gen2) specified only two fixed select-
able levels of Tx de-emphasis (-3.5dB and -6dB with 
+/-0.5 tolerance), the PCIe Gen3, 4 and 5 defines a set of 
values for tap coefficients, called presets. The 11 presets 
along with the corresponding de-emphasis, pre-shoot 
and voltage values are shown in Table 1.

Figure 13 - Plots of the PCIe Gen3 Tx equalization with Preset 7 applied: 
digital waveforms top, analog waveforms bottom

Preset # C-1 C0 C1 Va Vb Vc De-emphasis (dB) Pre-shoot (dB)

P0 0.000 0.750 -0.250 1.000 0.500 0.500 -6.0  +/-1.5 0.0
P1 0.000 0.833 -0.166 1.000 0.668 0.668 -3.5 +/-1.0 0.0
P2 0.000 0.800 -0.200 1.000 0.600 0.600 -4.4 +/-1.5 0.0
P3 0.000 0.875 -0.125 1.000 0.750 0.750 -2.5 +/-1.0 0.0
P4 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.0 0.0
P5 -0.100 0.900 0.000 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.0 1.9 +/-1.0
P6 -0.125 0.875 0.000 0.750 0.750 1.000 0.0 2.5 +/-1.0
P7 -0.100 0.700 -0.200 0.800 0.400 0.600 -6.0 +/-1.5 3.5 +/-1.0
P8 -0.125 0.750 -0.125 0.750 0.500 0.750 -3.5 +/-1.0 3.5 +/-1.0
P9 -0.166 0.833 0.000 0.668 0.668 1.000 0 3.5 +/-1.0
P10 0.000 Note Note 0.0

Table 1 – Tx Equalization Presets for PCIe Gen3, 4 and 5

(9)

(10)

(11)
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The effects of the first ten presets on the signal at the 
output of the transmitter are shown in Figure 14.

Similarly, the effects of the first ten presets on the eye 
density plots at the output of a compliant PCIe Gen 3, 
Gen 4 or Gen 5 transmitter is depicted in Figure 15.

Figure 14 – The effects of the equalization presets on the waveforms plotted at the output of a PCIe Gen3, 4 or 5 compliant transmitter: P0 to P4 on the 
top waveforms, P5 to P9 on the bottom waveforms
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a) P0 b) P1

c) P2

e) P4

d) P3

f) P5
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The note in the last row of the Table 1 specifies that for 
P10 the boost limits are not fixed. Moreover, the specifi-
cation poses several constraints for the transmitter 
equalized output voltage that must meet the full swing, 

Figure 15  - The effects of the equalization presets on the eye density plots at the output of a PCIe Gen3, 4 or 5 compliant transmitter: P0 a), P1 b), P2 c), 
P3 d), P4 e), P5 f), P6 g), P7 h), P8 i), and P9 j)

Table 2 - Transmit Equalization Coefficient Space for PCIe Gen3, 4 and 5 [1]

g) P6

i) P8

h) P7

j) P9

max reduced swing and min reduced swing limits. All 
those considerations lead to a triangular matrix [1], 
depicted in Table 2, which defines the equalization 
coefficient space.
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The USB 3.1 Gen2 running at 10GT/s has borrowed the 
3-tap FIR structure from PCIe Gen3 along with the pre-
shoot and de-emphasis terminology and definitions. In 
addition to that, this protocol specification provides 
recommended (informative) tap coefficient values for 
channels with different differential insertion loss at the 
Nyquist frequency (5GHz) as shown in Table 3.

The effect of those fixed levels of equalization on the 
time domain waveforms and eye density plots at Rx, 
after the signal travels two channels, one with -1.6dB 
differential IL and another one with -5.2dB, is shown in 
Figure 16. The time domain waveforms at the output of 
Tx are shown overlapped with those at the input of Rx, 
for reference.

Channel differential IL 
(dB) C-1 C0 C1 Va Vb Vc De-emphasis 

(dB)
Pre-shoot 
(dB)

<3.5 0.000 0.875 -0.125 1.000 0.750 0.750 -2.5 0.0

≥3.5 -0.100 0.775 -0.125 0.800 0.550 0.750 -3.3 2.7

Table 3 – USB3.1 Gen2, informative transmitter equalization settings

a) b)
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d)

c)

e)
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Figure 16 - The effects of the USB3.1 Gen2 fixed equalization levels on the time domain waveforms and eye density plots after two channels with 
different differential IL losses: channel with -1.6dB differential IL @ 5GHz a), channel with -5.2dB differential IL @ 5GHz b), time domain waveforms at 
the output of Tx and input of Rx for first channel c), eye density plots at the input of Rx for first channel d) and e), time domain waveforms at the output 
of Tx and input of Rx for second channel f), eye density plots at the input of Rx for second channel g) and h).

f)

g) h)
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The IEEE802.3ap specification defines three-tap FIR 
architecture for transmitter de-emphasis as well, which 
is similar to that described in the PCIe 3.0 to 5.0 specifi-
cations. The two 10GBASE-KR and 40GBASE-KR4 Physical 
Medium Dependent (PMD) introduced in this amend-
ment are using this functional model, with program-
mable equalization. However the de-emphasis is slightly 
larger than that of PCIe 3.0, but the pre-shoot is lower. 
Moreover the constraints imposed on the coefficient 
limits are different than those for PCIe and are based on 
the values of the pre-/postcursor equalization ratios Rpre /
Rpst and the restrictions placed on the minimum steady-
state (V2) or maximum peak voltage (V1 and V3). The two 
equalization ratios are constrained as well: -3.75dB ≤ Rpre  
= V1/V2  ≤ +0.45dB and -12dB ≤ Rpst = V3/V2  ≤ +0.45dB 
(including tolerance). In this case, the three coefficients 
are not required to be normalized to 1 (|C-1|+|C0|+|C-1|=1).

All the PMDs introduced in the IEEE802.3bj, bm, by, and 
bs and supported in the HyperLynx SI/PI tool are using 
three-tap FIR architecture, that is modelled in the 
Channel Operating Model algorithm. The valid ranges 
and values for tap coefficients are specified, for each 
PMD, in a table containing the COM parameters for that 
particular PMD. Typical constraints are minimum value 
for the main cursor and minimum/maximum values and 
step size for the other cursors. Table 4 shows these types 
of constraints as they are defined for the 100GBASE-KR4 
operating mode in the IEEE802.3bj specification.

Newer specifications such as IEEE802.3cd have 
increased the complexity of Tx equalizers, moving from 
a 3-tap to 4-tap transversal filter as shown in Figure 17. 

Figure 17 – Transmit equalizer functional model introduced in the 
IEEE802.3cd specification

Minimum Maximum Step 
size

Tx EQ precursor 
coefficient (c-1)

-0.18 0 0.02

Tx EQ main cursor 
coefficient (c0)

0.62 -

Tx EQ postcursor 
coefficient (c1)

-0.38 0 0.02

Table 4 – 100GBASE-KR4 Tx Equalization Constraints for Tap Coefficients
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Figure 18 – Equalized and non-equalized pulse responses of a four taps FIR after a channel with -16dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency

Each of the six PMDs depicted in sections 136 and 137 of 
this amendment are using the 4-tap transmit equalizer 
functional model with two precursors and one postcursor:

• 50GBASE-CR, 100GBASE-CR2, and 200GBASE-CR4

• 50GBASE-KR, 100GBASE-KR2, and 200GBASE-KR4

The simulated equalized pulse responses for four differ-
ent combinations of values for the four tap coefficients 
are plotted in Figure 18. The pulse responses are plotted 
at the input of a receiver after a channel with -16dB 
differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 
13.28125GHz. From this figure it can be seen that the 
amplitude of the equalized pulse responses is smaller 
than the amplitude of the non-equalized pulse, due to 
the channel attenuation of the signal. However, the 
width of the equalized pulse responses is smaller, closer 
to 1UI, which shows that the ISI is reduced. Moreover, 
the optimized pulse response is not the one with the 
highest amplitude, but the one that produces the best 
signal to noise ratio at Rx.
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Figure 19 – Eye diagrams corresponding to four different sets of tap coefficients of a four taps FIR, after a channel with -16dB differential insertion loss at 
Nyquist frequency: C-2=0, C-1=0.3, C0=0.65, C+1=0 a),  C-2=-0.1, C-1=-0.05, C0=0.65, C+1=-0.2 b),  C-2=-0,025, C-1=-0.1, C0=0.625, C+1=-0.25  c),  C-2=-0.1, 
C-1=-0.35, C0=0.35, C+1=-0.2 d)

a) C-2=0, C-1=0.3, C0=0.65, C+1=0 /COM= 0.84dB

d) C-2=-0.1, C-1=-0.35, C0=0.35, C+1=-0.2/COM=-12.48dBc) C-2=-0,025, C-1=-0.1, C0=0.625, C+1=-0.25/COM =4.97dB

b) C-2=-0.1, C-1=-0.05, C0=0.65, C+1=-0.2/COM=0.84dB 

The eye diagrams generated out of the COM algorithm, 
corresponding to the above pulse responses, are plotted 
in Figure 19. In these experiments, one case (d) was 
intentionally chosen such that the constraint for the 
minimum cursor coefficient is violated (c-1 ≤ 0.6). As a 
result, the COM value is negative and the corresponding 
eye density plot is completely closed.
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The equalization architecture of the SerDes protocols 
operating at data rates above 5/8Gbps usually includes a 
Continuous Time Linear Equalizer (CTLE) block situated 
on the receiver side. As opposed to FIRs that are discrete 
devices, CTLEs are analog circuits that are operating 
continuously and have the characteristics of a high-pass 
filter. They can be implemented in the real hardware 
either using passive components or using active compo-
nents. Instead of amplifying the high frequency compo-
nents of the signal, passive CTLEs attenuate the low 
frequency components. Active CTLEs might provide 
some signal gain. Most of the CTLE architectures that are 
described in the SerDes protocol specifications are 
implemented with passive components integrated into 
the silicon. However the filter can be located anywhere 
in the channel and can even be built into cables or con-
nectors. CTLE, in combination with other equalization 
blocks like DFE, can improve the quality of the received 
signal in a way that is not possible with DFE alone.  

A typical transfer function of a CTLE with a single zero 
and two poles, is expressed in a mathematical format by 
equation (12) and it is depicted in Figure 20. 

Where the complex frequency s = jω, k is the broadband 
gain of the CTLE, ωz = 2πfz is the zero angular frequency, 
ωP1 = 2πfP1 is the first pole angular frequency, ωP2 = 2πfP2 
is the second pole angular frequency. The low frequency 
components from DC up to zero frequency will be atten-
uated by the value of the DC gain (Adc), which in this 
particular example is -12dB. The frequency components 
above the zero frequency will be amplified by the high 
frequency peak gain (Aac). The ratio of the amplified 
frequencies over the low frequencies is an important 
characteristic of the filter. 

Receiver Continuous Time Linear 
Equalizer (CTLE) 

Figure 20 – Bode plot of a CTLE filter

(12)
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The combined transfer functions of a printed circuit 
board interconnect (PCB) and the CTLE can be computed 
using equation (13) and is shown in Figure 21.

where H21PCB (f) is the voltage transfer function of the 
terminated signal path.

From equation (12) and Figure 20 it can be seen that 
there are two controllable parameters that are affecting 
the performance of the CTLE: the peak gain and its 
location relative to the Nyquist frequency (half of the 
protocol data rate). In order to optimize the effect of the 
CTLE on the combined transfer function, the values of 
the two parameters shall be selected based on the chan-
nel characteristics, especially the differential insertion 
loss profile.

By applying the inverse Fourier transform to the above 
transfer functions we can convert from frequency-
domain (FD) to time-domain (TD) and compute the 
impulse, step and pulse responses of the channel with 
and without CTLE effects. Figure 22 shows the effect of 
a passive CTLE on the pulse response of a channel. Since 
the gain of the CTLE at the Nyquist frequency is nega-
tive, in this particular case, the amplitude of the pulse 
shaped by the CTLE is lower, but the benefit of applying 
equalization consists on a narrower pulse reducing or 
completely eliminating the adjacent bit interference. The 
linear equalizer can suppress the long-tail ISI.

The effect of CTLE on a pseudo-random binary sequence 
(PRBS) pattern is depicted in Figure 23, where the digital 
waveform is shown in green color, the unequalized 
waveform in red and the equalized signal in blue. In the 
red waveform it can be seen the effect of the reduced 
amplitude and pulse-spreading for single bit transitions. 
Due to the limited channel bandwidth, the high fre-
quency components of the signal are attenuated and the 
data stream loses sharpness. The transitions from one 
logic level to another take longer to complete causing 
the interference between adjacent bits, thus reducing 
the opening of the resulting eye diagrams and increas-
ing the bit error rate (BER).  In the blue waveforms, the 
amplitude of all transitions is equalized and the transi-
tions are sharper; consequently the pulse spreading 
across bit boundaries is reduced. As a result, the equal-
ized eye (c) has larger eye height (EH) and eye width 
(EW) than the unequalized eye (b).

Figure 21 – The System Transfer Function with CTLE Effects Included

Figure 22 – Pulse responses of the channel with and without CTLE effects

(13)
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Figure 23 – The effects of CTLE on the time-domain waveforms a), eye density plot without CTLE b), eye density plot with CTLE applied c)

a)

b) c)
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A generalized CTLE transfer function can be expressed in 
the form of the following equation [4]:

Where, s = jω, k is the broadband gain of the CTLE, m is 
the number of adjustable zeros, k the number of adjust-
able poles, y the number of fixed poles, fpn nth adjustable 
pole’s frequency, fcn nth fixed pole’s frequency and fzn nth 
zero’s frequency.

References [5], [10], [12], and [13] describe, in great detail, 
several possible hardware implementations for passive and 
active linear equalizers. A popular model for continuous-
time equalizers is the split-path. The block diagram of a 
generic split-path equalizer is shown Figure 24.

Figure 24 – Block diagram of a split-path CTLE

As depicted in the block diagram, the incoming serial 
data bits can take two different paths:

• A high-frequency path, which has an adaptive loop 
with variable gain;

• A low-frequency path with fixed gain or attenuation.

The two signals are then summed in the final stage to 
generate the equalized output.

A circuit implementation using passive components is 
depicted in Figure 25. 

(14)

Figure 25 – Circuit implementation of a passive CTLE

In the passive circuit implementation, the capacitor C1 
provides the high-frequency path for the signal, while 
the resistor R1 attenuates the low-frequency compo-
nents, with the overall result being the high frequency 
gain boosting. The transfer function for this circuit is 
given in equation [15]:

From the above equation, the pole and zero frequencies 
can be determined as:

The two gains Adc and Aac are easily derived if we consider 
the capacitors as being open circuits at DC and low 
impedance elements at high frequency. With that consid-
eration in mind, the two gains can be expressed as [10]:

The high frequency gain boosting factor (peaking) can 
be computed as the ratio of the two gains [12], [13]:

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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Similarly, a circuit implementation of a split-path model 
for an active CTLE is shown in Figure 26 [5].

Figure 26 – Circuit implementation of an active CTLE

Once again, the high frequency content of the signal is 
extracted from the incoming data bits through a high-
pass filter made off C1 and R1 and it is fed into the ampli-
fier which has R2 and R3 in the feedback loop. The cutoff 
frequency of the high-pass filter is:

And the voltage gain of the active filter is:

The output of the amplifier is summed with the incom-
ing signal to generate the equalized response. The over-
all transfer function of the circuit is [5]:

Regardless of its implementation, the CTLE with optimal 
equalization shall have the transfer function equal to the 
inverse transfer function of the channel. 

(20)

(21)

(22)
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In order to open the eye for long cables and channels, 
the USB3.1 Gen1 (5GT/s) specification has introduced a 
1st order reference Rx CTLE with the transfer function 
described by the equation (23):

Note that in the above equation, the zero is explicitly 
defined. The plots of the Compliance equalization trans-
fer functions for short and long channels along with 
corresponding parameters are shown in Figure 26. 

Figure 27 - USB3.1 Gen1 - Reference CTLE Transfer Function

From the above figure it can be seen that in the case of 
the long channel, the CTLE’s transfer function has the 
characteristics of an active filter with positive gain 
around Nyquist frequency of 2.5GHz. As a result, the 
equalized pulse response after a channel with -9dB 
differential insertion loss, shown in red color in Figure 
28, has larger amplitude than the unequalized pulse 
shown in green color. The pulse response with “short 
channel” CTLE is slightly attenuated due to the low pass 
filtering characteristic of the transfer function of a pas-
sive CTLE.

Examples of receiver CTLE architectures

Figure 28 – The effect of USB Gen1 CTLEs on the pulse responses of a 
channel with -9dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 2.5GHz

(23)
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The corresponding eye density plots are depicted in 
Figure 29 below. As expected, the “long channel” CTLE 
generates an eye with the largest vertical and horizontal 
openings as in one side it amplifies the signal and on the 
other side it removes the ISI of the channel narrowing 
the pulse response of the channel.

Figure 29 - The effect of USB Gen1 CTLEs on the eye density plots of a channel with -9dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 2.5GHz: CTLE 
disabled a), “Short channel” CTLE enabled b), “Long channel” CTLE enabled c)

a) EH=114mV, EW=545UI b) EH=108mV, EW=522UI

c)  EH=345mV, EW=790UI
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The second generation of the USB3.1 (10GT/s) has main-
tained similar 1st order CTLE architecture with transfer 
function defined by equation (24):

In the above equation, the zero frequency is indirectly 
defined by the location of pole 1 and the value of Adc, 
which can vary between 0 to -6dB, in 1dB steps:

The corresponding plot of the Compliance transfer func-
tion along with the associated parameters is depicted in 
Figure 30.

Figure 30 - USB3.1 Gen2 - Reference CTLE Transfer Function

The effect of the CTLE on the pulse responses of a chan-
nel with -6.5dB differential insertion loss at 5GHz, the 
Nyquist frequency of the USB3.1 Gen2 protocol, is 
shown in Figure 31. From this figure it can be noted that 
the unequalized pulse has the highest amplitude. The 
signal swing gets lower when the CTLE is turned on and 
continue to decrease proportionally with the Adc level: 
higher the attenuation at DC, lower the pulse amplitude. 

However, lower the pulse amplitude is, the narrower is 
its width, thus the associated ISI is reduced. 

The corresponding eye density plots are depicted in 
Figure 32. As expected, the eye density plot with the 
highest vertical opening (EH) is the unequalized eye, but 
the eye with the largest horizontal opening (EW) is 
obtained when CTLE is turned on and Adc = -3dB. It is 
worth noting how the shape of the eye density plots is 
changing depending on the location of the zero on the 
transfer function and the Adc value.

Figure 31 – The effect of USB Gen2 CTLEs on the pulse responses of a 
channel with -6.5dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 
5GHz

(24)

(25)
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a) EH=248mV, EW=0.771UI

f) EH=216mV, EW=0.893UI

b) EH=128mV, EW=0.623UI

c) EH=167mV, EW=0.745UI d) EH=200mV, EW=0.77UI

e) EH=224mV, EW=0.882UI 
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Similarly to USB3.1, PCIe Gen3 (8GT/s) and Gen4 
(16GT/s) are incorporating a 1st order CTLE with fixed 
low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) poles, and 
an adjustable Adc. The equation (26) that describes the 
transfer function is the same in the two cases; the Adc 
valid range and step is also the same, but the location of 
the HF poles is different (see Table 5). 

Table 5 – Characteristics of the reference CTLEs for PCIe Gen3 and Gen4 

The two loss curves for 8GT/s and 16GT/s behavioral 
CTLEs are shown in Figure 33 and Figure 34 respectively.

g) EH=212mV, EW=0.845UI h) EH=197mV, EW=0.796UI

Figure 32 - The effect of USB Gen2 CTLEs on the eye density plots of a channel with -6.5dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 2.5GHz: 
CTLE disabled a), CTLE enabled, Adc =0dB b), CTLE enabled, Adc =-1dB c), CTLE enabled, Adc =-2dB d), CTLE enabled, Adc =-3dB  e), CTLE enabled, Adc 
=-4dB f), CTLE enabled, Adc =-5dB  g), CTLE enabled, Adc =-6dB  h)

PCIe Gen 3 (8 
GT/s)

PCIe Gen 4 (16 
GT/s)

ωp1 (pole 1) 2π*2 GHz 2π*8 GHz
ωp2 (pole 2) 2π*2 GHz 2π*16 GHz
Adc -6dB to -12dB, in 

steps of 1dB
-6dB to -12dB, in 
steps of 1dB

(26)
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The IEEE802.3bj specification defines the transfer func-
tion of the CTLE for the supported PMDs, using a 
reduced form of the equation (11):

where gDC is the DC gain.

PCIe Gen5 (32GT/s) has increased the complexity of the 
CTLE to a 2nd order transfer function as depicted in equa-
tion (27): 

As for previous speeds, the location of the poles is fixed 
and the DC gain is adjustable. The Adc valid range is 
from -5dB to -15dB and the step size is 1dB as depicted 
in Figure 35 and Table 6.

Figure 33 – PCIe Gen3 - Reference CTLE Transfer Function Figure 34 - PCIe Gen4 - Reference CTLE Transfer Function

Figure 35- PCIe Gen5 - Reference CTLE Transfer Function

PCIe Gen 5 (32 GT/s)
Fz1 (zero 1) 450 MHz
Fz2 (zero 2) Mag(DC gain)*Fp2
Fp1 (pole 1) 1.65*Fz1
Fp2 (pole 2) 9.5 GHz
Fp3 (pole 3) 28 GHz
Fp4 (pole 4) 28 GHz
Adc -5 to -15dB, in steps of 1dB

Table 6- Characteristics of the reference CTLEs for PCIe Gen5

(27)

(28)
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The 100GBASE-KR4 and 100GBASE-KP4 operating modes 
include CTLEs with transfer functions defined by the 
above equation. This equation is incorporated in the 
Channel Operating Margin (COM) computational algo-
rithm. The DC gain minimum and maximum values as 
well as the step size are defined in tables that are specific 
for each operating mode. A typical range is 0 to -12dB in 
1dB step size. The location of the poles and zeros is pro-
vided relative to the signaling rate fb value (e.g. fz = fp1 =   
and fp2 = fb). The transfer function of the100GBASE-KR4 
operating mode is plotted in Figure 36. The combined 
responses of this CTLE and that of a PCB is shown in 
Figure 37, for each valid value of the DC gain.

The IEEE802.3bs specification is adding to equation (28) 
one low frequency (LF) pole and zero and a second DC 
gain (gDC2).  The new transfer function of the CTLE is 
depicted in equation (29) [3]:

Ethernet 200GAUI-4, 400GAUI-8 chip-to-chip, 
50GBASE-KR, 100GBASE-KR2, 200GBASE-KR4, 
50GBASE-CR, 100GBASE-CR2, 200GBASE-CR4, and OIF 
CEI-56-MR-PAM4, and CEI-56G-LR-PAM4 all incorporate 
CTLEs with such transfer function. In some cases, the 
clause does not provide explicit values for the second DC 
gain and the low-frequency pole/zero, which implies 
that gDC2 is set to 0 and fLF to 1. For exemplification, the 
loss plots for OIF CEI-56-LR-PAM4 protocol are shown in 
Figure 38. It should be noted that compared to the 
previously discussed protocols, this one has the finest 
granularity and range for the transfer functions, which 
means that the combined responses of the channel and 
CTLE can improve the behavior of a large variety of 
channels. Moreover, equation (29) was implemented in 
the latest revisions of the COM algorithm.

Figure 37 - IEEE802.3bj 100GBASE-KR4 combined response of PCB and CTLE 
Transfer Function

Figure 36 – IEEE802.3bj 100GBASE-KR4 Computed CTLE Transfer Function

(29)

fb
4
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Figure 38 – OIF CEI-56-LR-PAM4 Computed CTLE Transfer Function

a) gDC2 = 0dB,  gDC = variable

c) gDC = variable ,  gDC2 =  variable

b) gDC = 0dB,  gDC2 =  variable
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The JESD204C has introduced three different CTLE imple-
mentations, one for each of the three types of reference 
receivers (class C-Short, C-Medium, and C-Reflective). All 
of them are described by a 1st order CTLE model with 
adjustable DC gain and variable location of the zero and 
poles. The transfer functions are characterized by the 
general equation (30) [14] shown below:

where each setting represents a collection of predefined 
values for the DC gain, and locations for zero and poles [14]:

The above equations are implemented in the JCOM 
algorithm and the associated loss plots are depicted in 
Figure 39.

As for the FFE, an important task for the simulation tool 
is to find the optimized CTLE settings. We will discuss 
this topic later in this document. 

Figure 39 – JESD204C Computed CTLE Transfer Functions

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)
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SerDes interfaces running at 8Gbps and above usually 
include a Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE) in their 
equalization architectures. The DFE is a non-linear equal-
izer, typically placed after CTLE, and uses the previously 
detected symbols to estimate and cancel the postcur-
sor’s ISI from the input bit stream. As shown in Figure 
40, at a high-level, the architecture of a behavioral DFE 
is very similar to that of a transmitter FIR. However, in 
this case, the filter is placed in a feedback loop together 
with a decision function (slicer). Similarly to transmitter 
FIR, the DFE requires clock to operate.

Figure 40 - Block diagram of a generic DFE with N taps

The decision function determines if the incoming signal 
is a “0” or a “1”. The output of the slicer is fed into the FIR 
filter, where it gets multiplied by the filter’s tap coeffi-
cients. The sum of the weighted and delayed signals is 
then subtracted from the input serial data. The signal at 
the output of the DFE can be computed using the follow-
ing equation [14]:

Where xk  is the DFE differential input voltage, yk is the 
DFE summer differential output voltage, di are the feed-
back coefficients, k is the sample index in UI, yk is the 
decision function output voltage (with |yk |=1)  and N is 
the number of DFE taps. 

Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE)

The tap coefficients are calculated based on the ISI 
introduced by the lossy channel and based on the previ-
ous decision, therefore a DFE can only cancel postcursor 
ISI. If the tap coefficients are properly chosen, the filter 
can remove as many taps of ISI as the DFE has. However, 
if any of the previous decisions is not correct, it is fed 
back to the input of the FIR and can generate error prop-
agation. The number of DFE taps and the values of their 
coefficients are affecting the length of the error burst.

Many hardware implementations are being described in 
the literature. Each of them has its own merits and is 
more suitable for a particular application. However from 
an educational perspective two simple architectures are 
of interest [9]. The first one is referred to as “direct” 
feedback architecture and is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41 - Direct DFE architecture

The main element in this implementation is a latch with 
sample threshold controlled by an analog block. The 
threshold can move up or down depending on the value 
of the previously received bit. The decision process is 
illustrated in Figure 42 using a simulated waveform with 
a binary sequence of “001101111100” that is input to a 
lossy channel with a large amount of ISI. 

(34)

~

~
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Although conceptually simple, this architecture suffers 
from the very narrow constraints imposed on the critical 
timing path. The feedback loop latency must be less 
than the bit period, which is a tough constraint for high 
data rate SerDes protocols.

The second architecture is called “speculative” (or 
“unrolled”) DFE architecture and is illustrated in Figure 43.

Figure 43 - Speculative DFE architecture

This architecture eliminates the critical timing con-
straints by duplicating the signal path. The path at the 
top uses the positive value of the tap coefficient, while 
the one at the bottom its negative value. Then, a multi-
plexor selects the correct output depending on the value 
of the previously received bit. 

Analog implementations of a DFE block are also possible. 
The performance of two continuous-time DFE (CT-DFE) 
structures (1st and 2nd order) is discussed in [18] and 
shown in Figure 44. 

In order for a CT-DFE to be efficient, its poles and gain 
values should be carefully chosen to emulate and 
remove the channel ISI. Higher the order CT-DFEs can 
improve more complex, bumpy channels.

Figure 42 - Adaptive DFE threshold

The dotted orange line is the digital sequence at the 
output of the transmitter and the green waveform is the 
unequalized waveform at the input of the receiver. The 
skew between the two waveforms was intentionally 
removed and the waveforms are now edge aligned. A 
traditional latch with a fixed sampling threshold at zero, 
would interpret the isolated “0” in the middle of the bit 
stream as “1”, since the received waveform does not 
cross the zero threshold. The received signal would be, 
in this case the sequence “001111111100”.

As the bit preceding the erroneously received bit was 
“1”, the analog function of the DFE moves the latch 
sample threshold up by the value of d1, where d1 is the 
value of the feedback coefficient. If d1 is properly cho-
sen, the received signal will cross the new threshold and 
the isolated bit will be properly interpreted as “0”. 
Similarly, if the previously received bit was “0”, the latch 
sample threshold would be decreased by d1. 

Figure 44 - Continuous-time DFE:  1st order a) and 2nd order b)
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Although there are many possible hardware implemen-
tations, the SerDes protocol specifications, do not go 
into these type of details. They provide only the high 
level requirements of a reference behavioral DFE and 
leave the implementation up to the silicon vendors. 
Most of the specifications define a minimum number of 
taps and a set of associated constraints (limits). 

DFE architectures with 1 to 16 taps are frequent and the 
tap length typically increases with the data rate of the 
interface. The tap values are defined either as absolute 
values (usually mV) or relative to the main cursor value 
(see PCIe Gen 5). The tap limits can be defined in abso-
lute value (mV) or normalized to the value of the equal-
ized pulse response taken at the sampling location (the 
A_s parameter in the case of the COM algorithm). The 
effect of DFE is often modelled by subtracting the tap 
coefficient values from the input sampled signal and the 
error propagation is typically ignored.

The block diagram of a 1 tap DFE is shown in Figure 45.  
PCIe Gen3 and USB3.1 Gen2 protocols define such archi-
tecture in their specifications. 

Figure 45 - Block diagram of a 1-tap DFE

The signal at the output of the DFE can be calculated 
using equation (35) [2], which is a particular case (N =1) 
of equation (34):

Examples of Decision Feedback Equalizer 
architectures

The simulated waveforms of a data stream of 
011111101010 are illustrated in Figure 46.

The data rate was chosen to be 8Gbps (PCIe Gen3), 
consequently the corresponding bit rate is 125ps. The 
orange dotted waveform represents the digital stimulus 
at the input of the transmitter. The blue colored wave-
form is the signal at the receiver, without any equaliza-
tion applied to it. The green curve is the output of the 
FIR and represents the feedback signal that is summed 
up with the incoming signal to generate the equalized 
signal that is shown in red color. The skew between the 
signals was intentionally removed in this plot for 
simplification. 

Figure 46 – 011111101010 binary pattern with 1 tap DFE applied (d1 =76mV)

(35)
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In this particular example d1 = 76 mV. As a result the 
feedback signal has two values: +76mV and -76mV. This 
is the signal at the output of the slicer (+/-1V), delayed 
by one UI and multiplied by d1. Since the first bits of the 
data stream are 0 and 1 respectively, the transitioning 
bit has lower margin due to the channel’s ISI. As a result, 
its logic value of 1 might be wrongly interpreted. The 
DFE compensates for this impairment, by shifting the 
incoming signal up by the amplitude of the feedback 
signal, thus increasing the margins. The next five bits 
are non-transitioning bits with the same logic value of 1, 
the same as that of the second bit of the data stream. 
The slicer will toggle its output to -1V and the feedback 
signal will now subtract from the incoming signal, shift-
ing it down (by 76mV). The output of the slicer will 
toggle again when it detects the next transition (from 
logic 1 to 0) and the process will continue until the last 
bit is received.

Similarly the block diagram of a 2 tap DFE, similar to the 
one used by PCIe Gen 4, is shown in Figure 47 and the 
simulated waveforms are illustrated in Figure 48. 

Figure 47 - Block diagram of a 2-tap DFE

The signal flow and the processing are the same as in 
the previous case, but now the equalized signal is calcu-
lated using the equation (36):

The feedback signal can have, in this case, multiple 
levels, corresponding to the possible combinations of 
the output of the slicer and the values of the tap coef-
ficients d1 and d2.

Figure 48 - 011111101010 binary pattern with 2 tap DFE applied (d1 
=48mV, d2 =48mV)

In the case of a 15 tap DFE, the signal can be calculated 
using equation (37):

The simulated waveforms (at the same data rate) are 
shown in Figure 49.

Figure 49 - 011111101010 binary pattern with 15 tap DFE applied

Since the feedback signal has many possible levels, the 
step size is finer and the equalized signal can better repro-
duce the shape of a digital waveform, thus increasing the 
margins and reducing the chance of an error to occur. 

The effect of the number of DFE taps on the simulated 
eye density plots is shown in Figure 50.

(36)

(37)
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We used here the same simulation deck and channel as 
the one from the experiments shown in Figure 10. The 
data rate was 8Gbps in each of the simulated cases. The 
only variable in those simulations was the number of the 
Rx DFE taps that were turned on. As it can be seen from 
the four eye density plots the higher the number of DFE 
taps is, the lower the signal to noise ratio is. However, in 
practical applications the maximum number of taps that 
can be implemented in silicon is limited by a number of 
factors such as timing requirements, power consump-
tion, silicon area and cost. 

Figure 50 – Eye density plots at the output of a behavior DFE and after a channel with -13.5dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency (4GHz):  the 
DFE turned off a), 1 tap DFE b), 2 tap DFE c) and 15 tap DFE d)

d) 15 tap DFE EH = 358mV, EW = 0.76UIc) 2 tap DFE EH = 265mV, EW = 0.69UI

b) 1 tap DFE EH= 212mV, EW = 0.60UIa) No DFE EH = 65mV, EW = 0.33UI

One solution to this limitation is the Sliding Tap DFE 
(ST-DFE) [15]. As opposed to traditional DFEs, where the 
location of the taps is fixed, an ST-DFE has a number of 
taps with fixed location and a number of taps with vari-
able location. The location of the fixed taps is from the 
first postcursor to the Nth postcursor, where N is the 
number of taps with fixed location. The location of the 
variable taps can be anywhere from N+1th to Mth postcur-
sor locations, where M depends on the technology (64 
in [15]). The adaptation engine of a ST-DFE computes, 
besides the tap strengths, the optimized tap location for 
the variable taps. 
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As in the case of FFE and CTLE, it is important to under-
stand how the DFE shapes the pulse responses of the 
channels in order to remove the effect of ISI. For exem-
ple we provide in Figure 51 to Figure 54 the plots of 
non-equalized and equalized pulse responses of the 
same channel as they were shaped by the behavioral 
reference DFE of several protocols with different tap 
lengths and constraints.

As a general rule, the first DFE tap cancels the first post-
cursor ISI by subtracting the positive value of the feed-
back signal, thus pulling the waveform down to bring 
the equalized sample near zero. The remaining taps can 

Figure 51 - The effect of a USB3.1 Gen2 (1 tap, d1 limits = 0/+50mV) 
behavioral DFE on the pulse response of a channel with -16.5dB differen-
tial insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 5GHz

Figure 52 - The effect of a PCIe Gen3 (1 tap, d1 limits = +/-30mV) behav-
ioral DFE on the pulse response of a channel with -13dB differential inser-
tion loss at Nyquist frequency of 4GHz

Figure 54 - The effect of a 100GBASE-KP4 (16 taps, max normalized d1 
limit = 1 and max d2 to d16 limit = 0.2) behavioral DFE on the pulse 
response of a channel with -20dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist 
frequency of 6.7969 GHz

Figure 53 - The effect of a PCIe Gen4 (2 taps, d1 limits = +/-30mV and d2 
limits = +/-20mV) behavioral DFE on the pulse response of a channel with 
-13dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency of 4GHz

move the waveform either up or down, to remove the 
residual ISI. This situation would occur in the case of 
reflective channels with ripples on the tail of the pulse 
response. Since in those examples we used a long, lossy 
channel with smooth exponentially decaying ISI long-tail 
and no reflections at all, all the taps are subtracting from 
the waveforms. The shift on the voltage level occurs at 
locations between two consecutive sample points.
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The most recent specifications, such as CEI-112G-LR-
PAM4 and CEI-112G-VSR-PAM4, are introducing in their 
equalization architectures an FIR based Rx FFE [16], 
[17]. Actual hardware implementations can use digital 
or analog FIR filter. The conceptual block level diagram 
of a digital Rx FFE, shown in Figure 55, is similar to that 
of the Tx FIR equalization block except the addition of 
the analog to digital converter (ADC) that is needed at 
the input of the filter to deal with the analog nature of 
the signal. As for Tx FIR, the Rx FFE needs to be synchro-
nized with the system’s clock. Consequently for proper 
operation, either the clock needs to be recovered at Rx, 
or the operating frequency must be known.

Receiver Feed-forward Equalizer (FFE)

Figure 55- Block diagram of a receiver digital FFE equalizer

From a functional perspective the Tx FIR and Rx FFE are 
producing similar results as long as they are identically 
configured.  The non-equalized and equalized pulse 
responses from COM simulations of a CEI-112G-LR-PAM4 
reflective channel with differential IL of -34dB at 28GHz 
are shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56 - Comparison between Tx FIR and Rx FFE: FFE adaption OFF, 
channel differential IL =-34dB at 28GHz
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As can be seen from the above screenshot, the two 
equalized pulse responses perfectly overlap. In this 
experiment the adaptation of the tap coefficients was 
turned off in both cases and the tap coefficients were 
forced to fixed values. However, as we explained earlier 
in this document, the signal at the output of Tx has to 
meet some minimal magnitude (for compliant transmit-
ters), which imposes additional constraints on the tap 
coefficients (|c(-2)|+ |c(-1)|+ |c(0)|+ |c(1)|)*2*T_Vf ≤ 
1.2V for CEI-112G-LR-PAM4, where T_Vf = 0.4V to 0.6V 
is the steady-state voltage). The Rx FFE does not have 
such requirements; consequently the adaptation algo-
rithms might generate different results as shown in 
Figure 57.

Compared to DFE, the Rx FFE has the advantage that it 
can compensate for both pre- and post-cursor ISI. When 
used together, the FFE is effective in precursor cancel-
ation, helps reduce the number of required DFE taps and 
can eliminate the need for backchannel in the adapta-
tion process. 

Figure 57 - Comparison between Tx FIR and Rx FFE: FFE adaption ON, 
channel differential IL =-34dB at 28GHz

Performance of various equalization types

Higher data rates can be obtained using a combination 
of various equalization methods, modulation schemes 
and forward error correction (FEC) processing tech-
niques. From an equalization perspective, combining 
multiple equalization circuits on the same link allows for 
achieving better results than relying on a single equal-
izer. Figure 58 shows overlapped pulse responses of a 
channel, with -33dB differential insertion loss at the 
Nyquist frequency, as they were reshaped by various 
equalization types and combinations of them. From this 
screenshot it can be seen that the combination of Tx 
FFE, Rx CTLE and Rx DFE is capable of restoring the 
transmitted pulse and almost completely removing the 
channel ISI. 

Each of the previously described equalization techniques 
has its own merits and flaws. Table 7 contains a sum-
mary of the most important characteristics of the most 
commonly used equalization types. 

Figure 58 - The effect of various equalization types on the pulse response 
of a channel with -33dB differential insertion loss at Nyquist frequency
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The simulator needs to search through available equal-
ization combinations to determine the best equalization 
settings that generate the maximum achievable margin 
for the link. 

The search space can be defined by:

• Tx presets or coefficients space for FFE

• CTLE DC and AC gain

• CTLE poles location

• DFE coefficient magnitude

Equalization Type Advantages Disadvantages

Tx FIR
Immune to noise enhancement, can can-
cel ISI in pre-cursor and beyond filter span.

Has limited output power, attenuates low-fre-
quencies, and amplifies crosstalk; back channel 
is required for adaptation.

CTLE

Cost effective and simple to implement, 
active CTLE provides gain and equalization 
with low power and area overhead, long 
post-cursor reach, does not require back-
channel for adaptation. 

Equalization is limited to 1st order compensa-
tion, very sensitive to PVT and hard to tune, no 
precursor cancellation, amplifies high frequency 
noise and crosstalk, linearity can be challenging.

DFE
Noise and crosstalk neutral, does not 
require backchannel for adaptation.

Nonlinear, can only cancel postcursor ISI, error 
propagation, feedback loop latency with critical 
timing path, requires complex CDR design.

Rx FFE
Does not have limited output power as Tx 
FIR, does not require backchannel for 
adaptation.

Amplifies noise, precision, setting coefficients 
require adaptive algorithms. Tuning delays for 
analog implementations.

Table 7 – The performance of various equalization types

Adaptation algorithms for equalizers

The most common equalization search routines are:

• Exhaustive

• Coordinate Descent

• Zero Forcing Solution (ZFS)

• Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)

• Least Mean Squares (LMS)

• Sign-Sign LMS

• Recursive Least Squares (RLS)
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Since different equalization methods have their own 
advantages and disadvantages in the way they deal with 
various channel impairments, the order in which those 
equalization methods is used in the optimization process 
might lead to different results depending on the channel’s 
characteristics. Several possible optimization schemes are:  

• FIR -> CTLE -> DFE (recommended for heavy insertion 
loss channels)

• FIR -> CTLE + DFE (works better for large crosstalk noises)

• CTLE -> FIR -> DFE (good for strong impedance discontinuities)

• CTLE -> FIR + DFE (works well for moderate loss applications)

• CTLE -> FIR -> CTLE-> DFE (provides better perfor-
mance in general)

• CTLE-> FIR + DFE-> CTLE + DFE (works well for moder-
ate loss applications)

• CTLE + DFE-> FIR + DFE -> CTLE + DFE (works well for 
moderate loss applications)

Order of applying equalization during 
the optimization process

Figures of Merit (FOM) 

Best equalization is determined based on a figure of 
merit (FOM). The most commonly used FOMs are:

• Eye height (EH)

• Eye width (EW)

• Sampler margin

• Eye area

• Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
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Summary and conclusions
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From an IC design perspective, deciding what types of 
equalization circuits need to be incorporated in a trans-
ceiver’s design has cost, power and silicon area implica-
tions. Often, a tradeoff between those considerations 
leads to the final decision. Incorporating complex, pow-
erful transceivers in ICs simplifies the task of systems 
designers but increases the cost of the silicon. Cheap 
transceivers impose tough electrical and mechanical 
constraints on the PCB and package design. In most 
cases the SerDes protocol specifications are proposing 
budgets that balance the two.

From an EDA perspective, the large variety of compli-
ance methods and ways to define equalization types 
along with their associated transfer functions and con-
straints leads to increased complexity of analysis tools. 
On one hand, the tool should be flexible enough to 
allow the user to simulate a large variety of protocols; 
on the other hand, the tool should be easy to use.
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